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Samsung mobilephones have always been a favorite of most people since they are providing better
mobile phones and smartphones. Samsung mobile price has always been quite affordable and so
the price of Samsung Wave 575 price is also in the same league. The Samsung Wave 575 is selling
like hot pan cakes and is being preferred by many people since it possesses a good quality
touchscreen.

Design and display:

This Samsung Wave smartphone runs on Bada OS operating system, which is known to be
Samsungâ€™s very own OS. This smartphone supports A-GPS. It has a 3.15 MP camera using which
the user can capture images of 2048 x 1536 pixels resolution. The user can make use of the geo
tagging feature too. This smartphone is said to weigh around 100g and has a TFT capacitive
touchscreen that supports 256k colors display. The display panel is 3.2â€• in size along with 240 x 400
pixels resolution. Some other innovative features of the display are TouchWiz UI 3.0, Multi-touch
zoom and Accelerometer sensor. Messaging functions such as SMS, Email, MMS, RSS, IM, and
Push Email are present in this smartphone along with a Browser that is loaded with HTML, Wap
2.0/xHTML.

Multimedia:

This Samsung Wave smartphone supports various video formats & audio formats such as H.264,
H.263, MP4 & WAV, eAAC & MP3. It supports 3.5 mm stereo headset. Organizer, voice memo,
image editor and predictive text input are some other features of this smart phone. The internal
memory of this smartphone is said to 100MB and its external memory is said to be expandable up to
16GB.

Connectivity:

This smartphone supports the following connectivity methods. EDGE â€“ Class 10, 236.8 kbps GPRS â€“
Class 10, 32-48 kbps 3G â€“ HSDPA 3.6Mbps Bluetooth â€“ v3.0 WLAN â€“ Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n USB â€“
MicroUSB v2.0

This smartphone possesses a 1200 mAh battery which is said to provide good amount of power to
this particular handset. It also provides good quality signals thereby enabling the user to stay
connected with their favorite group of friends. It is said to be the sixth smartphone that features
Bada OS of Samsung. It is considered to be a budget smartphone that attracts mostly the
youngsters in general, since it has more new and cool aspects. Samsung Wave 575 price is said to
be pretty decent for the amazing features it contains. This Samsung mobile price ranges from $180
to $200.
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